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Funds may
go to grants
for faculty
By BUI Goodykoontz
staff writer

The $60,000 JMU received for appearing in the
1983 NCAA basketball tournament will be used
for faculty development grants if a Faculty Senate
proposal is approved by President Ronald Carrier.
Under the proposal approved by the Senate
Thursday, $20,000 would be used for grants for
faculty members next year, while the other $40,000
will be placed in an interest-earning acoeunt.
When the $20,000 for the first years grants is
depleted, money will be taken from the account to
award faculty members grants for two more years.
The maximum grant would be $3,000, even if
more than one faculty member works on a project.
Money awarded but not spent will be put into
the account.
To get a grant, faculty members must submit requests by Oct. 1 to a senator in their department.
The senator will determine if the request is warranted.
Spending the money over three years is "a compromise of the saving aspect and the spending
aspect," Faculty Senate Speaker Richard Travis
said.
"In three years it'll be gone if we don't find outside sources," he said.
The proposal stated that additional money
would be solicited from foundations, alumni and
faculty so that the fund can grow.
Grants could be used for publication, travel,
equipment, research, personal computers and
release time.
An ad hoc Faculty Development Funds Committee, appointed by the Senate to decide how the
money would be spent, submitted the proposal.

FOUl ball — VMI was not the only victim of JMU's baseball team during Friday's
12-2 game. A Mercedes parked in the lot by the stadium fell prey to a foul ball.
(Photo by Stephen Jaffe)
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Students who. toured
Russia during Spring Break
were surprised at the nation's hospitality
Page
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Winning
homer

If approved, the proposal will be sent to the ad
hoc Faculty Development Funds Committee,
which Travis will appoint. This committee would
assign applicants a number in the order in which
the proposals are submitted.
A lottery would determine the winners. Results
will be announced Nov. 1.
Some senators said using a lottery might prevent
outside sources from contributing funds. The program might be more attractive to donors if it is
based on merit.
A merit system would be too hard to implement,
other faculty members said. Evaluation criteria
would be difficult to establish.

The JMU baseball team
defeated Ohio University
3*2 and 9-7 Sunday afternoon.
Page
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25 faculty members promoted

Candidates visit
for academic post
By Gwen Fariss

Promoted from associate professor to professor were:

many more will be set up. I
don't know," said Dr. Donald
McConkey, dean of the School
of Fine Arts and Communication and search committee
chairman.
"The objective is to bring a
candidate in to see how his personality is going to mesh, how
one reacts to them, how they
react to us," he said.
Each candidate meets with
the committee and with President Ronald Carrier, vice
presidents, deans, faculty
members, and students. Evaluations will be submitted to Carrier by each person who interviews the candidate.
McConkey would not comment on meetings with Stoltz.

assistant news editor

One of the nine candidates
for the vice president for
academic affairs position was
interviewed here last week.
Dr. Robert Stoltz, vice
chancellor at Western Carolina
University, visited the <jampus
Thursday and Friday.
Another candidate, Dr. Lois
Smith, will be interviewed Tuesday and Wednesday. Smith is
provost at Ithaca (N.Y.) College.
The search committee on
Feb. 15 narrowed the list of candidates for the position to nine.
Stoltz and Smith are the only
candidates now scheduled for
interviews, "t can't say how

correction

• • HONOR • *
AWARENESS WEEK

The Breeze publishes corrections and
clarifications as soon as it can. If you see
something you think warrants a correction or clarification, please phone Ian
Katz, editor, at 6127, or write to him at
The Breeze, JMU, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.

Tues. March 27
Mock Trial
GraftonStovall
3:00 p.m.

► The SGA set aside $8,000 last
year for the contingency account. At
a meeting Sunday, the SGA decided
to increase that figure to about
$10,000 for the upcoming year. This
is a correction of information given
on page 1 of the March 23 issue of
The Breeze. This was a reporting error.

Newstip?

Twenty-five faculty members were
promoted this year.

Wed. March 28
Open Forum
with Univ. of Richmond
Union Lobby
2:00. p.m.

► Economics — Anthony Bopp;
► information/ Decision Science* —
Bennie Bauman;
►Management / Marketing —
Marc
Singer;
► Speech Pathology / Audlology — Clinton Bennett,
► Mualc — Helen Inlnger and Carol
Knlebusch;
► English — Ralph Cohen;
► Sociology / Anthropology / Social
Work — Clarence Grler;
► Philosophy/Religion - William
O'Meara.

Promoted from assistant professor to associate professor were:

► Accounting / Finance
Hamilton;

— Arthur

► Economic* — Robert Horn;
► Management / Marketing — Kenneth
Williamson and Kent Zimmerman;
► Physical and Health Education —
Jean Dalton and Stephen Stewart;
► Communication Arts — Steven
Roll man and John Morello;
► Music — Samuel Cross and Sandra
Cryder;
»-Geology / Geography — Gene Robinson Jr.,;
► Philosophy snd Religion - Wade
Wheelock;
► Political Science - Kay Knlckrehm
► Sociology / Anthropology / Social
Work — Rosamond Myers.

Promoted from instructor to assistant professor were:
► Infromstlon Decision Sciences —
Glenn Smith;
► Communication Arts — Albert De
Luca.

Tenure awarded to 14 faculty
The following faculty were awarded tenure this year:

► Economics — J. Barkley Rosser Jr.;
► Information / Decision Sciences —
Glenn Smith, Charles Bilbrey;
► Management / Marketing — Otto
Brenner;
► Psychology — James Benedict,
Richard West;
► Communication Arts
Rollman;

— Steven

► Ele menta ry / Ea rly
Childhood / Special Education - Martha
Ross;
► Music — In Dai Choi;
► Chemistry — Thomas Devore;
► Physics — Joseph Rudmin;
► Sociology / Anthropology / Social
Work — Diane Langhorst;
► Libraries and Learning Resources —
P. Derelle Keam;
► Accounting and Finance — Carl
Weaver.
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Funny

Follies

Chris McCarthy and Scott
Badami
perform
Shakespeare's Sonnet
130, "My Mistress' Eyes"
during the Shakespeare
Follies on Thursday. The
Follies were part of the
Shakespeare Festival
Week at JMU. Students
were to burlesque a scene
from Shakespeare. Sigma
Kappa won the $300 first
place award.
(Photo by Ming Leong)

Greek leaders evaluate system
By Gwen Fariss
assistant news editor

While some colleges ban fraternities and sororities, here Greek life
lives.
Recently, for example, Colby
College, Maine and Amherst College, Massachusetts, prohibited
Greeks from organizing on their
campuses.
J
"Our problems are so small compared to the overall picture," said

Wendy Rose, Panhellenlc Council president

Interfraternity Council President
Frank Marvin. "Greek life at
Madison is really good."
Open communication between
Greek groups and JMU administrators is one reason for its success, he said.
"There is a good check and
balance system with the adminstration . . . The school always comes to
us. The communication is very
good."
Another advantage is having
Greek housing on campus. "I like
Greek Row being on campus right in
the middle of things." The administration "keeps you.in line," he
said.
"The administration showed by
kicking TKE (Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity) off, they have standards.
And if we don't live up, we won't get
the benefits."
The main advantage to Greek life
is the opportunity it represents, he
said. "You meet a lot of people, do a
lot of things. There are constant service projects and socializing.
"There's a chance to develop
leadership abilities. It's a small
enough organization where you get
responsibility if you want it," Marvin said.

"It's what you put into it. You
can jump irtto it anytime you want
to." But the lifestyle can be a disadvantage when students "become entrenched just in Greek life. A lot of
times they don't go outside the
fraternity or sorority."
Wendy Rose, Panhellenic Council
president, said there are cliques
within the Greek groups but "Greek
life is not so different from other
things." There is a common bond as
with any sport or major. "But it's
not like I pay my dues and have 40
instant friends," she said.
"Just because you're in a sorority
doesn't mean you can't have other
friends and interests or that you have
to get their (the Greek group's) permission."
People are attracted to Greek life
because the group revolves around
common interests, Rose said.
"It takes a lot of time, a lot of
obligation to a group. No group is
going to excel if only four or five do
the work.
"You have to learn to make it all
fit. Some people struggle with it at
first."
Greek life is a way for students to
learn their capabilities and provides

a chance to become a leader, she
said.
Another disadvantage might be
expenses, she said. Students must
pay dues and usually want to buy
items with Greek letters. Dues vary
with each group.
Each person must decide whether
they want to be involved in Greek
life. But "there is no person or personality type who would not fit into
Greek life," Rose said.

Frank Marvin, Interfraternity
Council president

ANTKftJES
14 Graham Street

(Northwest corner of Court Square)
Harrisonburg, Virginia
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newsfile
Debate team
to compete
in nationals
For the sixth consecutive year, a
JMU debate team has qualified to
compete in the National Debate
Tournament.
The team of Richard Horan and
Jeff Kwiatkowski will represent
JMU at the tournament March
29-April 2 at the University of Tennessee at Knoxvillc.
About 62 teams will compete in
the tournament, including Dartmouth, Harvard, Northwestern,
Kansas and Loyola.
Hazardous waste disposal is the
topic for debate. Students will argue
for or against the producer being
held legally responsible for its
disposal.
"It is a broad topic so arguments
will vary. They will be hard to
predict," said Dr. John Mordlo,
assistant professor of communication arts and director of forensics.
Of Horan and Kwiatkowski,
Morello said, "They are very competitive. They are very good in actual
debate rounds at picking up on
points used by other teams and driv-

ing them home."
The team competed in the District
VII regional tournament held recently at St. Vincent's College at
Latrobe, Pa. Twenty-four teams
competed for the four places that go
to the national tournment from the
district.
Horan and Kwiatkowski compiled
a 12-4 record at the competition and
tied with Georgetown, William and
Mary and George Mason for first
place.
Horan is a senior political science
and public administration major
from Springfield, Va. Senior
Kwiatkowski is majoring in political
science and English. He is from
McLean, Va.
At the district tournament,
another JMU team also debated.
Brian James and Annetta Clark
finished with an 8-8 record.

Speakers discuss
job opportunities
Jobs might be hard to get, but
they are available. .
Thirteen speakers from 10 corporations lectured at the Career Day
and Symposium held Wednesday at
the Warren Campus Center.

Every corporation looks for three
characteristics in an employee — the
ability to learn, the desire to succeed
and being able to work with people,
said Elvin Eldashell, a Xerox Corporation representative.
When interviewing students, he
said he looks at quality point
averages, but grades are not major
determining factors. Students involved in extracurricular activites
show they are interested in their
school. They probably will be willing
to work a little harder for the corporation, he said.
Students must be willing to start
from the bottom and work their way
up, he said.
When first working at Xerox,
"Whatever task they gave me, I tried
to look for things that were above
and beyond what they had originally
asked of me," he said.
This is the third year the symposium has been held. It was sponsored by the Madison Marketing
Association.
Dr. Kenneth Williamson, a
marketing assistant professor, said,
"If you can get a foot in the door to
some corporation and gain a little
training and experience, it is most
likely that job offers will not be at all
impossible to come by."
— Jennifer Siegel

D-Hall announces
three promotions
Three students have been promoted at Gibbon's Dining Hall.
James McNelis, last year's student
production manager, has been promoted to contract dining's general
student manager.
McNelis, a junior, is replacing
Thomas Moriaty, who is graduating
in May.
McNelis took over the position
March 1, 1984, and will hold it until
Feb. 28, 1985. He supervises more
than 275 student emloyees.
Robin McKay will be student
manager of service, and Russell
Farley will be student manager of
production, McNelis said.
McKay, a junior, will be responsible for six crews of about 25 student
employees each. The crews each
have a student supervisor who
reports to McKay.
McKay is replacing Student Service Manager John Smith, who is
graduating in May.
Farley, a junior, is moving into
the position vacated by McNelis.
Farley will supervise seven student
supervisors, who oversee-about 125
student employees.
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Computer grant winners announced courtfile
By Mark Millar

staff writer

The following 15 faculty members
were randomly selected Monday to
receive grants to buy personal computers:
Michael Brodsky, James Benedict,
Barbara Boiling, Earlynn Miller,
Ashton Bishop, Kay Knickrehm,
Joseph Hollis, Mary Lou Wylie,
Don Chodrow, Anne GabbardAlley, Robert Scull, Mary Wyatt,
Michael Woal, Timothy Taylor and
H. Kent Moore.
The following were selected as
alternates: Martha Caldwell,
Lawrence Roller, Vernon Seguin,
Faramarz Damanpour and Larry
Tynes.

The faculty members were chosen
from 144 applicants to receive grants
from $15,000 donated by the JMU
Foundation.
The fund will pay half the cost of
a computer and equipment up to
$1,000.
Gabbard Alley, a communication
arts associate professor, said she will
use the computer for experimental
research.
"I'd like to see every faculty
member given a computer as they are
at some other universities." With
JMU implementing a computer
literacy program next year, it will be
essential for faculty to have easy access to a computer, she said.
Boiling, a management and

marketing assistant professor,
bought a Macintosh computer. She
will use it for word processing — to
help grade tests and research papers,
she said.
She also said the lottery was a fair
process. "I thought it gave anyone
who was interested an equal opportunity. I'd like to see more faculty
have the opportunity to purchase
personal computers if they want to."
Knickrehm, a political science
assistant professor, plans to buy a
Macintosh and use it as a data file
and word processor.
She will use it for research and
probably incorporate some type of
computer exercises into her research
methods classes.

paid advertisement

Gary Hart.
A new generation of leadership.
Old coalitions do
not load in new
directions.
Gary Hart refuses to accept one .
penny of PAC money or special interest
money for no campaign He was tne
first Democratic presidential candidate in
history to do so.
The reason is smple: no candidate
Bound to old coalitions can make
dramatic change a reality
That is what manes Gary Hart's
ideas so unique For example:
. Gary Hart Believes that
expensive, compfccated new weapons
systems do not do our national security
much good because they often don't
work—or can onry be used for all-out
nuclear war
Hart rj the only candidate who
favors ttxHo-bottom reform of
America's defense. He favors simpler,
workable, more retable weapons that
can be used wth far more flexibility so
that we can act effectively before
mtemaoonal hot spots push us to the
bmk of nuclear confrontation.
In addition to actualy increasing
our national secunty. Hart's detailed
defense proposals would save taxpayers
S100 baton
ATM racaw Gary Hart strong*
supports a nuclear freeze but believes it
does not go far enough. He advocates
negotiations to reduce the risk of
accidental nuclear war—for example, by
establishing ajcmtty-stalTed US/Soviet
Cnso Command Center Because
nuclear weapons cannot be
manufactured without piutonium. Hart
advocates a worldwide halt«the
production of piutonium And he has
introduced the most comprehensive
legrslabon ever proposed for hating the
spread of nuclear weapons to terrorists
and Thrd World countries.

Women. Hart is the main Democratic
sponsor of the Economic Equity Act
which would remove sex bias m
insurance, pension, credit and tax laws
He has established a committee to
identify women for top posts in the Hart
Administration and has urged the
Democratic Party to earmark special
funds for candidates who are women
Education. Gary Hart believes that
today's students are the first generation
that cannot expect smpfy to graduate,
pursue a career and retire They will
continually have tcjjeturn to school for
further education to keep pace with our
rapidly changing economy
Hart has developed a
comprehensive federal education policy
from pre-school to graduate school
Unlike other candxlates. Hart would not
simp* throw oillions of tax dollars at
education. Rather, he would combine
targeted federal aid with incentives for
more state and local spending to
improve and expand teaching of
mathematics, science, foreign
languages, communeaaon skills and
more Hart also proposes to cut the tax
deducrxms for three martini business
lunches and use the savings to fund the
school lunch program.
Environment. Gary Hart proposes to
tax the generators of hazardous waste
and use those revenues to increase
ten-fold the stxaHed Superfund for
cleanng up existing hazardous waste
sites. He has sponsored legislation to
elimnate federal subsidies for nuclear
power and to sharply reduce acid rain
Hart chared the National Commission
on Ar Quality, which recommended
tough new restrictions n the Clean Ar

Act

Economy. Gary Hart was the only
DemocraDc Presidential candidate to
vote against every element of
Reaganomics Hart has proposed the the
most comprehensive program 'or
re-industnalizing America by rebu.ldmg
our basic industries and expanding into
new technologies. Because present tax
laws often shift investment into
non-productive areas. Hart would close
billions of dollars of non-productive tax
shelters and requre industries to
re-mvest ther tax deductions to
modernize factories and retrain workers
Hart would put hundreds of thousands
of Americans back to work rebuilding
our roads, bridges, water systems and
other public works through a 15-year
Infrastructure Investment Program "

By Kim Gibson
court reporter

The following case was recently
decided in Rockingham County
District Court.
Student Kenneth Giordano of
Alexandria was found guilty March
15 of assault and battery.
Giordano was sentenced to 30
days in jail. This sentence was then
suspended on the promise of good
behavior for one year and payment
of restitution.
Giordano was arrested by campus
police Jan. 27 in Shorts Hall after he
punched another student in the face.
The victim suffered a broken nose.
•> Richard Evans, 19, of Harrisonburg,
pleaded guilty March 13 to drunken driving.
Evans was fined $150 and his license
was suspended for six months. His
license
was reinstated because he
enrolled in ASAP.
Evans was arrested by campus police
Feb. 17 at the Intersection of Duke's
Drive and Paul Street.
*■ Non-student George Shaffer, 18, of
Stanley, Va., pleaded guilty March 8 to
public drunkenness. He was fined $30.
Shaffer was arrested by campus police
Feb. 16 in Godwin Hall.
*■ Non-student John Duval,18, of Richmond pleaded guilty March 15 to public
drunkenness. He was fined $30.
Duval was arrested by compus police
Jan. 29 on Duke's Drive.

SGA file
Agriculture*. Gary Hart has the most
thorough agricultural platform of any
candidate, ft includes an end to
patchwork programs and the creatcn of
a long-range farm policy that permits
farmers to plan ahead with confidence,
it includes a permanent system of tjered
price supports targeted to small and
moderate famry size farms to alow
them to earn parity on at least a portion
of ther production It includes more
farmer control of marxeong. and
dramarx new initiatives .in farm exports

. Gary Hart beteves
that American pc*cy in Central America
has farted because it fa* to deal wtn the
real problem of revolution—which is
poverty rather than Marxism. Hart
would avoid repeating the mistakes of
Vietnam by making a strong us
cofKTWiiient to human rights the
centerpiece of Central American policy
For example. Hart would terminate U.S.
ax) to El Salvador una it abolishes the
right wing death squads. And rather
run aaowing dictators to He their
pockets by abusing military aid, Hart
would emphasize the use of American
experts and technology abroad to make
sure that grass roots people get the
benefit of our aid

For

Student guilty
of assault
and battery

■ore laformatlon pleat* coatact Dave Greeanagel, 433-3175 Saeaandoah Valley Coordinator VlraJaiaM with Hart
Slew Seller, 433 Ut* JMU Student Coordl—lor JMU with Hart

The following proposals were raised at Tuesday's SGA meeting:
Hoffman Senator Dan Caprio
proposed that the SGA look into
changing Tuesday and Thursday
class times to begin on the hour or
the half hour. The proposal was sent
to the Curriculum and Instruction
Committee.
► President pro tern and commuter senator Mark Bar bee proposed that the SGA try to get a commuter message board installed by the
bus stop at Godwin Hall. The proposal was sent to the Buildings and
Grounds Committee.
At the Executive Council Meeting
Monday, the council passed the bill
loaning the ski club $214 to pay off
its debts for van rental to Eastern
Mennonite College.
The club has until July 30 to repay
the SGA.
The SGA passed the bill March 13
but the Executive Council must approve the action of the SGA.
— Donna Sawyers
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Students pull back
the Iron Curtain
By Cay Fultz
staff writer

While many spent spring break in
Florida developing a suntan, one
group of JMU students traveled
behind the Iron Curtain and
discovered not all Russians are like
the nasty KGB men agent 007 James
Bond encounters in his adventures.
Eighteen students and eight professors, led by JMU professor of
Russian and French Dr. Elizabeth
Neatrour, flew to Moscow where
they, along with 22 other members
of the tour group, found a people
not so unlike Americans.
*i tried to put out of my mind
what I thought it might be like
because I wanted to go over there
with an open mind," said
sophomore Randy Menefee. "The
Russian people are very generous.
They love to entertain. Walking
down the street, you wouldn't know
that. They look a lot like they do in
D.C. or New York. No one smiles.
But you get them up close and personal, and they're really friendly and
really generous.
"The people weren't unhappy,"
Menefee said. "I sort of had the impression they might be unhappy, but
they weren't. They didn't understand our society and hadn't been
here, so their society seemed fine to
them."

Many of the students' perceptions
of the Russian people changed after
visiting the country and having the
chance to meet the people on an individual basis. They found the cold,
calculating stereotype to be false.
One night at a restaurant,
members of the tour group met two
Russian couples who invited them to
their flat. The couples lived in the
same apartment building. The visit
proved to be the highlight of the trip
for many.
"I think what we learned there
was invaluable compared to what
you see in some museums or in some
book," said Menefee. The visit
allowed the group to get a taste of
how the Russians live and how they
love to entertain.
"No sooner had we arrived than
they set up a table and started putting out tons of food," said
Menefee. They served the group
such things as tea, vodka, smoked
salmon and cabbage.
Still, "Their apartments, by our
standards, are not very good," he
said.
The apartment included two
bedrooms, a small bathroom and a
kitchen. The Russian couples were
professionals with careers in
engineering and teaching.
Senior Tom Gemma, a secondyear student of Russian who was
among those who visited the
couple's apartment, said, "We got

(Staff graphic by Drew Haas)
to see how they lived and how they
ate. We saw a part of their lifestyle a
lot of tourists don't get to see.
"You always hear the Soviet people are cold. They don't smile, they
aren't friendly. But we found that to
be definitely the complete opposite.
Everyone we came in contact with
was very warm. They'd give us their
food. They gave us pictures off their
walls."
One tour group member commented on the posters on the walls of
one couple's apartment, and the
couple began to take them down and

give them to the group. To thank the
couples for their hospitality, the
group got together some American
tapes, magazines and panty hose to
give them.
These items are valued by Russian
people because they are hard to get.
They prize magazines such as
"Vogue" and "Cosmopolitan"
because they offer a glimpse of
American life. Russians that the tour
group encountered were curious
about Americans.
"Most Russians we met were infatuated with us," Gemma said.
They perceive Americans as cowboys
because of the cowboy garb the
American Olympic team wore for
opening and closing ceremonies of
the 1984 winter games.
Russians are very fond of
American jeans, and many tour
group members were approached by
Russians involved in the
blackmarket. Some were offered as
much as $135 for a pair of jeans.
Nike tennis shoes are also greatly
sought after by the Russians as well
It- .America's popular music.
Michael Jackson and groups such as
The Police and Culture Club are
very popular. Music by The Beatles
is also popular.
Dr. Barkley Rosser, an assistant
professor of economics, said, "The
Russians seemed much more like
Americans th*n I expected them to

Members of the lour group pose with flag brought out
(Photo by John Kessler/

See RUSSIA page 9 ►
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artfile
The following highlights current exhibits at
each of JMU's art galleries.
Sawhill Gallery primarily draws various exhibits
from noted artists. Located in the Duke Fine Arts
Building. Hours Monday-Friday, 8:30-noon,
1-4:30 p.m. and 7-9 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday
1-5 p.m.
From March 28 through April 3 — M.F.A.
Thesis Exhibition by David Douglas and Ali
Wieboldt.
This graduate thesis exhibition is the culmination of David Douglas' and Ali Wieboldt's work
towards obtaining a Master of Fine Arts degree.
Douglas' area of concentration is in painting, and
Wieboldt's concentration of study is in metal and
jewelry. Both graduate students will complete the
requirements for their respective M.F.A. degrees
this May. An opening reception honoring these
students will be held Wednesday, March 28 at 8
p.m. in the Sawhill Gallery.

Russia
*■ (Continued from page 8)

Rosser also.found the Russians' material life
better than he expected. "They are gradually catching up. The clothes were not as terrible as I expected." Polyester seemed to be the predominant
fashion. The Russians are about four or five years
behind Americans in clothes styles, he said.
Basic necessities are taken care of, but they do
not have luxuries, said Rosser. The people have to
stand in lines for many things they want to buy.
Often these things are of poor quality. "That's the
Soviet economy in a nutshell — you wait in line,
you get something of poor quality, but it's cheap."
Susan Trainum, a sophomore in her first year of
Russian study, said, "If you think JMU lines are
bad, they are tame compared to lines in Russia."
Trainum, too, changed some of her perceptions
of Russia. "I was expecting it to be more repressed

Artworks Gallery features student works.
Located in Zirkle House at 983 S. Main St. Hours
Monday-Thursday 12-5 p.m.; Friday 12-4 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday 2-4 p.m.
Through March 31 — Photography by Yo
Nagaya and Mixed Media by Wayne Verity.
An opening reception for this exhibition of
photography and mixed-media artwork by these
undergraduate art students will be held Monday,
March 26 at 7 p ,m.
The Other Gallery features student works.
Located in Zirkle House at 983 S. Main St. Hours
Monday-Thursday 12-5 p.m.; Friday 12-4 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday 2-4 p.m.
Through March 31 — Artwork by Linda Hoover
and Melanie Radcliff.
Mixed-media artwork by these two
undergraduate art students will be on display. An
opening reception will be held Monday, March 26
at 7 p.m.

than it was. I was expecting to have somebody
follow our group wherever we went. But we had a
lot more freedom than I expected."
The group discovered nightlife to be quiet compared to America. City streets were empty by 11
p.m. Bars and nightspots closed by 10 or 11 p.m.
every night. When the group walked around, few
people were out except for occasional military
police.
Military police and government officials were
the exceptions to the friendliness encountered by
the tour group. "They looked like they'd jus* as
soon shoot you down in the street than let you
walk by," said Trainum.
Neatrour, who organized the tour, has led
American delegations in Russia before. This trip to
Russia made her 15th and her ninth with a group
from JMU. This group is the first to go since 1979.
"This particular year we were very lucky
because we were there during the election for the
Supreme Soviet," she said. "These elections only
take place once every four years. The students had
a chance to observe the elections and watch the
voting process in action."
Neatrour said the trip was a valuable experience
for the students because they were exposed to Russian contemporary life as well as Russian culture.
"They were able to visit the sights where history
was made. Russian culture and history became
alive for them. Every minute they were learning,"
said Neatrour.
Neatrour noted some differences between college students in Russia and in America. "I would
say that the students who attend college in Russia
are, for the most part, very serious. They have extremely difficult entrance examinations, a whole
battery of them. There is great competition for
every place. In our country, we have more of a
balance. We're serious about studies but have extracurricular activities."

Dr. Elizabeth Neatrour, a professor of Russian and French, orgsnlzed the Russian tour.
(Photo by John Kessler)

The group spent its time in Moscow and Leningrad and were gone March 1 to March 12. Fortyeight people were in the group, including JMU
students and professors.
They visited the Kremlin as well as museums and
palaces. They also attended the Bolshoi Ballet and
the Moscow Circus.
Neatrour said the trip was beneficial to all who
went. "I think it makes everyone appreciate immensely the freedoms we have in this country —
the freedoms that we take for granted."

A Closer
Look
Sports
A question of mentality
By Charles Taylor
features editor

There we sat, elegantly dining in one of Harrisonburg's finer outlets of posh cuisine. Soft
lights, the subtle clinking of china — and a television airing the UVA-Syracuse basketball game.
There we sat, waiting for the band to begin, sipping delectable beverages at one of Harrison burg's
favorite night spots. To the left, flashing lights,
taped top-40 tunes — and a wide-screen TV airing
the UVA-Iona basketball game.
There / sat, in both instances, watching those
around me forget their dinners, ignore their drinks
— and neglect the presence of their friends or
dates. All because of a basketball game.
It's about sports, people. Am I getting into trouble when I say things are a bit out of hand? Why go
out to dinner, why go dancing? For much less expense and trouble, why not just stay home if you
insist on seeing a silly basketball game?
It's all easy for me to say; I've never been able to
develop a sincere interest in a single sport offered
in the United States. To follow a ball from one
zone to another for hours at a time or to watch a
car drive around a circle 500 times has always
seemed a question of mankind's mentality. Super
Bowls, Kentucky Derbies, World Series, U.S.
Opens — they're all the same to me: dull.
Of course, wearing blinders in the midst of
popular sporting events has its pitfalls. My sheer
ignorance of sports terminology makes for some
fine displays of embarrassment. When one doesn't
discover that a basketball team switches goals at
halftime until he's a freshman in college, there's
reason for a good blush. Especially when his
girlfriend has to explain the whole thing.
But I'm making strides. For most major sports,
I've selected a "favorite" for use in general conversation. In football, it's those D.C. Hogs (see,
I've even learned to feign a tone of fondness), in
baseball, it's the Baltimore Orioles. I've even
memorized the names of two of their players —
Jim Palmer of the brief briefs ads and Cal Ripken.
The Iatter's pictures are splattered over two walls
of a female friend's dorm room. He's kind of hard
to miss.
Still, I show no shame in scoffing at sports
fanatics. Just look how the media has cashed in.
The 1984 Winter Olympics stirred some of the
silliest advertising I've seen since Slim Whitman hit
his peak a few years back. "Compound W!" an ad
might proclaim, "the official wart remover of the
Winter Olympics!"
And what about those heartening testimonials
from fave sports heroes? "Hi, this is Roger
Staubach. When I feel a tough tackle taking control of my destiny, I rest assured that Magnificent
Mutual will take care of my loved ones in case I get
mashed to a pulp."
The reason for my distaste of sports is simple. In
any major sport attempted, I have failed
miserably. That's not to say I'm clumsy, but there
is a certain feeling of triumph when I can walk
from Godwin to Anthony-Seeger without tripping
on a curb and taking my pride for a tumble.
So let Wayne Gretzky grip his hockey stick, let
Marcus Allen hold onto his football. For me,
grasping a pen is challenging enough.

J.

-A.:
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Sports

Deren homers Dukes past Ohio
ed his first victory of the season with two and onethird innings of solid relief pitching. Whittaker
(1-0) relieved starter Dave Pleasants and Chris
After raising his batting average almost 70
Garber, who combined to give up sue third-inning
points in less than a week, it wasn't all that surprisruns.
ing to see Glen Deren hit a three-run home run to
After falling behing 6-1 in the top of the third,
beat Ohio University 9-7 here Sunday.
JMU responded with four runs in the bottom of
That win, combined with JMU's 3-2 win in the
the inning to keep the game within reach. The
first game of the double-header, gave the Dukes a
Dukes tied the game at 6-6 in the bottom of the
sweep Sunday and pushed their record 16-4.
fourth when second baseman Phil Fritz hit a solo
For Deren, it was a nice way to finish an imhome run over the 340-foot sign in right field.
pressive week of hitting. With the Dukes trailing
The Bobcats, who finished a 14-game road trip
7-6 with two men out and two men on in the final
through Virginia and North Carolina, took a 7-6
inning, the sophomore transfer took a 1-2 pitch
lead in the fifth when catcher Rich Korkate scored
over the right field fence for JMU's ninth win in
on Phil Merriman's sacrafice fly.
ten games.
While the second game ended in an exciting
The home run was Deren's second of the day
manner, the finish to the first contest was less than
and the three RBI gave him seven for the afternoon
spectacular.
— six in the final contest.
After getting just two runs off 10 hits in the first
"It's totally mental," Deren said following his
seven innings, the Dukes were graciously awarded
heroic homer. "It's all in your head. You've just
four base on balls in the bottom of the eighth inngot to keep a positive attitude.
ing with the final walk providing the margin of vic"Every time you hit the ball better, you get
tory.
higher and higher. I had a bad start (this season).
The Dukes scored their first two runs on a
My confidence level was very low and I was putting
second-inning, solo homer by Deren and a fourthtoo much pressure on myself."
inning RBI single by Cullers. Ohio tiedlKe game at
But now the pressure seemes to be on the oppos2-2 to force the game into extra innings and in the
ing pitchers. In his last six games, the center fielder
eighth, Deren, Rich Shemer, Fritz and Jeff Urban
has collected 10 hits and 11 RBI while raising his
each drew walks to force in the winning run.
average from .235 to .303.
Urban, who was credited with the game-winning
Deren's game-winning home run came in the
RBI, has not been far behind Deren in the hitting
bottom of the fifth inning and the game was called
heroics department lately.
after that inning because of darkness. The Dukes,
On Friday, the junior first baseman powered
who split a double-header with William and Mary
JMU to a 12-2 romp over Virginia Military InSaturday in Williamsburg, entered the final inning
stitute with two two-run homers. After going
trailing 7-6.
IS?,'5 against VMI' Urban «ot three Wts against
Mike Reeves and Carey Nemeth opened the innWilliam and Mary and three against Ohio
ing with back-to-back singles, and after a sacrfice
After playing five games in three days, the
bunt by Steve Cullers, Deren stepped up for his
££?«n
ca tW° day brcak "**• Paying
350-foot blast into the right field fog.
host to Oneonta State in a 1:00 p.m. double-header
Sophomore right-hander Todd Whittaker earnBy Steve Lockard

sports editor

Randy Foater picked up hla fourth win of the
season as he went the distance for the Dukes
In their 12-2 victory over VMI Friday. JMU won
four of five gamea this weekend to raise its
record to 16-4. (Photo by Stephen Jaffe)

3rd-ranked Lions top JMU
By Paul Bergeron
."-»-

staff writer

The JMU women's lacrosse team can only
hope it doesn't have any more halves like the second half of the Dukes 16-4 loss to Penn State
Saturday.
Penn State outscored JMU 9-1 after the
halftime break.
The game had been close in the first half, but
in the second half, Penn State (1-0), the nation's
third-ranked team, controlled the ball, and outshot JMU 19-8. The Lions held a 36-17 shooting
advantage for the game.
"We did not play well at all," JMU coach Dee
McDonough said. "We were not used to that
much (offensive) pressure from the other team."
The loss, paired with a 6-2 victory at Old
Dominion University Thursday, evened the
Dukes' record at 1-1.
McDonough said that in the second half "we
didn't pass and catch the ball. We gave them the

ball when we had it."
Although McDonough was not pleased with
her team's performance, the Nittany Lions praised the Dukes.
Penn State's sophomore midfielder Alexander
Hughes said, "They were fast, aggressive and
wanted to win."
Robyn Dunn led JMU with two goals. Joyce
Metcalf and Mary Kate Lyons tallied one each.
Penn State's Denise Gray led the Lions with
five goals and four assists, and teammate Maria
Florio added five goals and three assists.
McDonough said the Dukes will try to work on
their mistakes Tuesday when they play Division
III Lynchburg College.
"They are one of the better Division III
schools in the state," she said. "This game will
be a preparation for our Friday game at William
and Mary."
William and Mary is ranked seventh in
Lacrosse Magazine's pre-season poll.

to MCip p nn
££ '"ESS
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Early season injuries slow track team
5000-meter events, has had chronic foot problems
in training.
Sophomores Denise Klugh and Carol Campbell
are the healthiest throwers on the squad.
In Saturday's JMU Invitational Klugh finished
fourth in the shot put and discus. Campbell placed
sixth in the shot put.
Senior Denise Marini heads the list of long
distance runners. While injuries limited her action
in the 1983 outdoor campaign, she came back
strong in the 1984 ECAC indoor meet, placing
seventh in the 5000-meter.
Marini improved on that finish at yesterday's invitational. Her 17:44.0 run was good for fourth.
Despite a having its own share of injuries, the
sprinters have started the season off well.
Sophomore Rhonda Mason, defending VIL indoor champion, placed second during Saturday's
meet in the 200-meter dash.
Irish Mebane took a second in the 100-meter
dash with a time of 11.9 seconds, and the JMU
400-meter relay team finished third in 48.7
seconds.
But not all the members of the sprinting squad
are healthy enough to compete.
Lesa Diggs, who runs in the 100-meter high
hurdles, is out with what could be torn cartilage.
Freshman Sharnet Rowlan will see action in the
long jump, the 100-meter hurdles and the 100-,
200-, 400-meters when her knee heals.

By Paul Bergeron
staff writer

When a team looks to repeat as champion a major determinent is which players will be returning.
Last year, the JMU women's track and field
team won the Virginia Intercollegiate League
Championship, but the Dukes have an unsuspected
obstacle standing between them and a chance to
repeat as champs this year — injuries.
As the team prepares for this weeks Mary
Washington College Invitational in
Fredericksburg, head coach Lynn Smith will need
to compensate for a list of injuries that could limit
her team's performance.
"It's hard for us to set any goals until our injuries are healed," Smith said.
Senior Dana Marbain said in order for the
Dukes to repeat as VIL Champions, "we need
more depth, and we will need to rely on strong individual performances."
Prior to the season, Smith said she expected the
team's strongest areas to be the shot put, discus,
javelin and distance races.
But Beth Lippard, a senior javelin thrower, has
been hampered during practice with shoulder pain
and freshman Sarah Simon, the 1982 Harrisonburg area female track athlete of the year, is
restricted in her shot put and discus by a sprained
ankle.
Susan Earles, who runs in the 3000- and

Qlna Progar placed fourth In the long Jump
Saturday at the JMU Invitational with a Jump
of 17M >/*". (Photo by Ming Leong)

sports file
Tennis team
continues
win
streak
The JMU women's tennis team
upped its record to 13-4 and its winning streak, to seven matches with victories over Cornell University and
Michigan State University this
weekend.
Sunday the Dukes beat Cornell 7-2
winning four singles matches and all
three doubles matches.
The Dukes topped Michigan State
7-2 Saturday.
Kathy Holleran's 6-1, 6-1 victory
over Cornell's Anne Meinig was
Holleran's ninth consecutive singles
win.

Lee Custer, Susie Peeling and
Kathy-Gerndt each won against Cornell extending their individual
streaks to seven straight.
Sunday's match with the University of Maryland was postponed.

Men's Golf
JMU finished 24th out of 24 teams
in the Iron Duke Classic in Durham,
N.C.
The winner of the tournament
played at Duke University Golf
Course was Wake Forest University,
with a three-day total of 864. JMU
finished the tournament with a score
of 950.
Top finishers for JMU were Tracy
Newman (231), Pete Hiskey (234),
David Bell (240), Ed Ridgeway

Alpha Epsilon Rho

SPONSOR NITE
Tuesday, March 27
8:30 p.m. till ?
50$ at the door
Car's
121 South Main

my

AERho ■ The National Broadcasting Society

(246), and Mike Reese (231).
The top individual score of the
tournament was a three-day total of
210.

Women's Gymnastics
Laura Peterson, JMU's sole
representative in the NCAA
Southeast Region Champioinships in
Gainesville, Fla., scored a 33.40 in
the all-around competition Saturday.
Peterson was the first JMU gymnast ever to compete in the NCAA
Championships, but her scores were
not high enough to place in the competition.

Woman'a Tannia
JMU 9
JMU 7
JMU 7

ODU2
JMU 4
,
Qeoroetown 0
Michigan State 2
Cornell 2

Men'eTennla
JMU 7

Cornell 2

Schedule
MONDAY
► Women'. Track and FMd - at Penn Relays.
Philadelphia, Pa., thru Wednesday.

TUESDAY
► Lecroese — at Lynchburg College. 3:00 p.m.
► Men's Track and Field — at Penn Relays,
Philadelphia, Pa., thru Wednesday.

WEDNESDAY

Results
Men's Qoll
Iron Duke Classic

Wonwi'i LtCTMM
JMU 8
Penn State 16

► Baseball — Oneonta State, double-header, Mauck
Stadium, 1:00 p.m.

JMU laat out of 24 teams

J.M.U. STUDENT
OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING
1984-1985
(1, 2, and 3 Bedroom Apartments and
- ' Single Rooms available
August 1 or September 1)

Contact
R. W. Macher
91 laurel St., Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703) 433-1584 or (703) 433-8700

)
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classifieds

Bloom County

by Berke Breathed

For Sale

We have purchased 5 diamond bands
priced from $35 each, 1/4 carat
diamonds, engagement from $150. We
take trade-Ins and offer financing. All
Jewelry Is 14k gold and purchased from
estates or Individuals so we can pass on
the savings. Harrison Antiques, Court
Square. 434-1074.
1981 Buick Skylark, 4 doors, 4 cylinder,
power steering, power brakes, automatic
transmission, A/C, 23,000 miles. Excellent condition. Call x7456 OP 833-5249.
Vintage UnLtd. — new selection of spring clothing and accessories. Victorian
Whites and others — located In Harrison
Antiques, NW corner of Court Square
downtown Harrlsonburg.
Nursing Uniform for next year's Juniors In
the School of Nursing. Size 4. Good price
Cell Tina at 434-7365.
Nlfcko NR-315 stereo receiver, great condition, 20 watts per channel, versatile,
$50, must sell. Call Jim at x53S4 or x4556.
LOFT — Village B Room — $50, ROSE
colored rug — $30. Call Anne or Julie
x5126.

For Rent
Harris Gardens Apartments. $245 Including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 4340560.
Apartments for Rent — Call Squire Hill
Apartments 434-2220 Waiting list starts
April 1,1964.
3 and 4 bedroom apartments/homes all
within walking distance of JMU.
Available May or August. 4343509.
Urge 8 bedroom home with fireplace.
Ten minute walk to campus. Available
late August. 434-3509.
Have house with two separata apartments, six blocks from campus. Need
group of four people for upstairs and five
for downstairs. Each apartment has
separate bedrooms, kitchen and bath.
$115 per person plus equal share of
utilities. 433-1873.
LIVE YOUR SUMMER IN 8TYLEI
—Beautiful 3 bedroom TH, w/w
carpeting, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
A/C. August gradu atea or Greeks — this
Is for you! Near campus, 1 eat allowed.
Nancy/Dusty 4$3-MJioT
Summer sublets — Msdlson Square 5
spaces. Fully furnished, washer/dryer,
A/C, six-minute walk to campus. Call
434-7510.
2 spaces available in apartment for May
and Summer. Carl Sherrl x4051.

Wanted
TYPING — Term papers — Resumes —
Manuscripts — Letters. The Public
Stenographer. 433-0212
Guitarist for working bsnd. Serious Inqulrles only. Call Will, xS519.

Help Wanted
FULL TIME BUMMER EMPLOYMENT for
returning JMU students. Guaranteed
salary. Applications being accepted
March 27, 1964, 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
and 6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. WCC Room C.
Bummer Sales Position. Average earnings $2700. Sell yellow psgs advertising
for James Madison University, University
of Virginia and University of Richmond
Campus Telephone Directories. Spend
five weeks in Charlottesvllls, three weeks
in Richmond, and two weeks in Harrlsonburg. Car necessary. No summer school
students. Lodging and one meal per day
provided while In Charlottesvllle and
Richmond. Sign up for Interview by April
3 at Career Planning & Placement Office.

Services
Confidential Abortion Services - All inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near 1-81. For Information
or appointment call Collect (301
7332400.
TYPING SERVICE - 20 years experience. $1.00/page. Mrs. Price,
870-9035.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, Call Kathy,
4333015.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - IBM selectric, 433S66S before 7:00 p.m.
Affordable custom framing for struggling
students whose funds srs limited. Tom
4343185, 434-4193.
_____
Chsuffeured Limousine Service to any
airport, or anywhere. Leisure van with
VCR movies. Call for rates. The Plans
Connection 4340172.
Arrange Student Housing for nsxt year.
Good choice of desirable rooms
available. $80 to $140 per month Including all utilities. Call 234-8247 after 6
p.m.
Accurate, Profeaslonsl Typing —
Resumes, letters, term papers, theses —
Fsst, Dependable, Affordable Service —
Call or Visit MaaterScrlbe Ltd., 434-4492.
Lose Weight Now — Are you Interested
In losing weight? If yes, I may have the
solution you've been looking for. This Is
not a crazy fad diet, or some dsngerous
wonder drug but it Is a sensible, all
natural, nutrition program for the entire
body. If you are Interested and would like
more Information please call. 4346350
Typing, Mrs. Lamb, x6292 dally 10-2 or
434-7506 evsnlngs.
Pregnant? Naed confidential help. Free
pregnancy teet. Birthright 4344003.

Lonely? Need Entertainment? Gigolo ser'°«» •vallable. Call Scott Stanssll at

v

X*»Or at*

£!£!»•?.?• B*««p«'«»«l Children'!
Weekltl (March 26-30) Ask a SPEDI

Personals

uTS.JS^!**"
l*17
HUMORIST
MANIFESTO Is out *
again
I

1416 South Msin Street 24-Hour
Leukemia Softball Marathon Is coming
April 13. Donations are now being accepted by Frank, Jimmy, Joan. Kim, Tlsh,
Suzle, M.J., Alison, Usa and Stacy; or
send to Box 2992. Buy a raffle ticket I
We're Back! HUMORIST MANIFESTO
returns with an all new Issue! Don't you
be the one to miss In the fun I Find us at
Midway Market and Commuter Student
Office, WCC.
Don't miss Chris Setzmore, from "Three
Faces of Eve," speak on Monday, April 2
at 7 p.m. In Grafton-Stovall Theatre. Free
Admission.

Ready Freddy - The blggeet lush of a
pig farmer and the loudest puker we
know You are the only person we know
who lives In ths library and still gets
&£ /"*•*• Orodea. Witch out for
thoss bowling balls. R.A.T.

Alpha Sigma Tau congratulates Glnny
Martin on her engagement.
Jecque — Do you like cold showers?
Revenge Is sweet I Sarah
Be the first In your dorm to get
HUMORIST MANIFESTO!
Chip — Thanka for all ths good tlmss
Love, yal Linda
1984-1985 HONOR COUNCIL PROSECUTOR positions available. Applications available at the honor council office, room 113 of the WCC, or call 6383
for more information. DEADLINE: April 6,
1964.
Joanle B. — Hey, have you heard the
newe? Thanks for the paat 6 montha —
The best ever. Love, Rocket
Okie! have chores? dirty bathrooms? dirty csrs? or Just lonsly for s guy? Mske a
bid for a Sigma Nu pledge Tuesday
Night, 7:30, Way land.

StudbullB - It was wrong, It was ugly,
but we took name and want to Florida.
Is It true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get ths
j«cts today! Call (312) 742-1142, ext.
Oh my godl HUMORIST MANIFESTO Is
back and It's FREE!
HUMORIST MANIFESTO has returned!
2_* "P y°"r FREE COPY at Midway
RrSTioS;dwg™mut«i Student Office,
%X "" m anks '^everything! You're
?"•'"• '"""on! (But you're still s HB!)
Lovsyou, The Yacht Club Owner
P, dB AucM
2&!?!L
T *
©"- »:30 Thursdsy
Night In Wavland.

Want to learn what It's like to have more
w?mne Der8°"«llty? Come see Chris
Seizmore, from "Three Faces of Eve,"
2K**0" April 2 at 7 p.m. In Grafton
Stovall Theatrs. Free Admission.
Fentaatlc Dancing Glnny Martin and Karl
Schnurr at Supsrdance! Alpha Sigma
I*£■ *•• *»"> M., Maryanne - Silence
LS I? .,han fiold»"; If • Pink & Green.
6e 8 SmurT
Fta
'
Squlral, Doll,
FiO. B2I
Rox, •£*•
Snoopy,' Lady
L --Ho-Jo
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announcemem
Events
Catholic HUM — 5 p.m. Saturdays In In*
Religious Activities Center until April 14, WCC; 1O30
s.m. »nd noon Sunday*, ballroom. WCC.

Special Olympics Swimming Program —
Thursdays from S p.m. to 7 p.m. Most In Maury parking
lot at 5:25 p.m. For more Information, contact Iran* at
X5756.

Wesley Foundation — March 26: 7:1s p.m.,
"Called To Care" goes to Liberty House. March 27: 5
p.m., Disciples Today: 7 p.m.. Bible study. March 28: 8
a-m., Communion, room A, WCC; 6:30 p.m., Fellowship.
March 29 6 p m , New Ufa Singers, Duke 209. March
31, 6 p.m., supper and songs at Asbury UMC, tickets
available by celling 4343490
._ ^
Jump Ropo for Heart-a-Thon — sponsored
by Phi Epsilon Kappa, will be March 31 from 9 a.m. to
noon In Godwin Hall. Registration will begin at 8:30
a.m. For more Information, contact Box 3137 or phone
X7475.

Biology Seminar — Frank Flllpy, JMU biology
graduate, will apeak on "Sampling for European Wheat
Stem Sawfly, and Associated Parasltolda In
Delaware," March 27 at 4 p.m. In Burruss 314.

Visiting Scholars — presents Horace Freeland
Judson, Johns Hopkins University, speaking on
"Origins of the Revolution In Biology," April 5 at 4:30
p.m. In Burruss 114.

Baptist Studont Union — March 28: New
Psalm Singers practice at 8 p.m. April 1: BSU party:
contact Phyllis at X9081 or Jera at X4152.

International Association of Business
Communicators — will have Ha annual banquet
April 5 at 8 p.m. in the Shenandoah Room of Chandler
Hall. Ticket* can be purchased sfter March 28 In the
Communication Arts office.

Math and computer science speaker —
Dr. Worthy Martin from the University of Virginia will
speak on "Computer Vision," March 28 at 4 p.m. In Burma* 111.
Dukette try-OUtS — March 28 at 4:30 p.m. In the
Convocation Center. Coma dressed for practice. If you
have any questions contact Casey Carter at X8737.
NOW Life Singers — of the Harrlsonburg Area
Wesley Foundation will present their annual supper
and song dinner concert March 31 at 6 p.m. at Asbury
UMC. Contact any local UMC or the Wesley Foundation for tickets.

Art exhibits — Artworks Gallery, Zlrkle House —
photography and mixed media by Yo Nagaya and
Wayne Verity through March 31. The Other Gallery,
flrkle House — Mixed media by Linda Hoover and
Melanle Radcllff through March 31. New Image
Gallery, Zlrkle House — photographs by Oavld
Johnson, April 2 through 21.
Computer workshop — A word processing
workshop, sponsored by the Women's Resource Network, will be held March 27 and 29 from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
In the Educational Media Lab, room 201. To reserve a
space, call X6708.

Exceptional Children's Week — March 28:
Mental Retardation Day, Introductory tHm at 4 p.m. In
room A, WCC. March 27: Learning Disabilities Day,
meet the special education majors at a reception at 4
p.m. In room B, WCC. March 28: Emotional Disturbance Day, visit residents at Co-Hope; meft behind
Maury Hall at 3 p.m. March 29: Physically Handicapped
Day. Introductory film at 4 p.m. In room B, WCC. March
30: Dealness and Blindness Day. try using sign
language all day. For more information, call Robin
Walker at 433-1023.

Honor Awareness Weak — March 27: t*x*
trial from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. In Qrafton-Stoval Theatre.
March 28: Question/answer session regarding campus
honor Issue*. 2 p.m., flr»t floor, WCC; Dr. William Lettwlch, vice president for student affairs at University of
Richmond, win be the guest speaker.
Orientation show auditions — win be h*M
April 2 at 3 p.m. In th* Wampler Experimental Theatre.
The play will be performed during the summer
freshmen orientation period.
Lift Science Museum — win be m Burrus* 10
and Is open every Friday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. from
March 30 through the end of the semester.
JMU Folk Ensemble — presents "A Festival ol
International Folk Dance." April 5,6 and 7 at 8 p.m. In
the Sinclair Qymnaalum. Godwin Hall. Admission Is S2
wh*h JMU ID and S3 general admission.

Industrial psychology speaker — spon
sored by Psl Chi on March 29 at 7:15 p.m on the mezzanine.

"Three Faces of Ewe" — subject, cnris s*izmore, will speak April 2 at 7 p.m. In Qrafton-Stovall
Theatre. This event is sponsored by Psi Chi and UPS

Introducing Panama Jack* Activewear
for Men and Womenana we're celebrating with Panama Jack' Week!

March 26-31
Register for your chance to win a trip to the beach and
other prizes with any Panama Jack purchase!

ef^Sfia^.

• Trip to Nagshead Beach, N.C. 3 days, 2
nights at the Oceanfront Armada Resort
HotaJ(date8 restricted)
• Panama Jack Suntan Kit
• Panama Jack T-shirt
Visit our store for FREE Aloe samples1
and Informal modeling of Panama Jack
active wear!
March 30, 7-9 and March 31,1-3
Get a FREE visor with any Panamajac
purchase!

General
Absentee ballots — for the SGA elections on
April 3 are available In the SGA office, WCC, until April
1 and must be turned In to the SGA office by 7 p.m.
Aprlll
Fall schedule distribution — resident
students will receive a fall schedule from the resident
adviser In their residence hall. The schedules will be
delivered to their hall the evening of March 28.
Commuter students and Presidential Apartment
residents may pick up their schedules In the Commuter
Student Office (room 108, WCC) beginning March 29.
Graduate, special students and JMU employees may
obtain a fall schedule from the Graduate and Continuing Education Office In Wilson 113.
Extra schedules will be on sale In the Bookstore for
S.14. No schedules are available In the records office.
University housing — All students currently Irving In residence halls but who have not received Intent
to enroll cards and housing contracts should contact
the Office of Residence Life, 103 Alumnae Hall.
All eligible students must return contracts and
deposits by April 2. Failure to do so will cancel the
university's offer of university sponsored housing to
you.
All eligible students should receive Information
regarding room reservstlon procedures by April 10.

Meetings
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group
meets every Thursday after the 7 p.m. communion service at Emmanuel Episcopal Church
Campus Crueade for Christ — meets every
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. on the WCC mezzanine. For In for, matlon call Laura at 4344838.

Inter-Varslty

Christian

Fellowship

—

meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. In the WCC ballroom
Inter-Varslty prayer meetings sre held Monday
through Friday from 4:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. In Jackson 108.
Christian Science Organization — meets
every first and third Sunday at 7 p.m. In the religious
oenter

Commuter Student Committee — noioa
meetings sach Monday at 5 p.m. In room B. WCC. All
commuters are welcome.
Caving Club — meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
in Jackson 102.
Presbyterian Fellowship — meets every Mon
day at 8:30 p.m. In room C, WCC, and will meet
Tuesdays for Bible atudy at 6 p.m In Converse RAC.

Fellowship of Christian Althlatea — get
together every Sunday night at 830 p.m. in room Don
the WCC mezzanine. Everyone Is invited to sttendl
Parking Advisory Committee — win meet
March 27 at 1 p.m. In Wilson 204.
Fencing ChJb — will meet March 29 at 5 p.m. In
the WCC.

Leaaetl of Valley Mall. Phone 434-4477.
Open Monday-Saturday 10 -til 9.
Use your Leggett charge, MasterCard, VISA i>r Amencart Express.

W—

Society for Human Resources Management — will meet March 29 at 4:30 p.m. Check the
bulletin board for location of meeting.
International Sociology Honor Society —
will meet April 5 at 4:30 p.m. In Johnston 205. For more
Information, contact Psm at X5279.
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Viewpoint
Cheating
Honor violators deserve the worst.
Now, because of changes made by the Honor
Advisory Board, students convicted
of honor
code violations will receive the worst — appropriately harsh penalties that should help deter
other cheaters.
Beginning next semester, students convicted of
an honor violation will receive a W (withdrawal) in
all classes and immediate suspension for the remainder of that semester.

SON, I REALIZE THAT YOU'RE MEW
ON THE SQUAT* AMD THAT <40U'R£ «MJST
JWINGI TO SOLVE 7HE UNIVERSITY'S
PARKIN6 PROBLEM BY AJ&VI51N©
T5Q J

^---■■-<"' STUDtMT^ TO PARK
IN TH)*> MAkStf Eft,

HOWEVER...

The board's changes improve the current honor
code which, in 'essence, doesn't sufficiently
penalize cheaters. Previously, a student caught
cheating received a W, but only for the course in
which the violation occurred.
Although the new, harsher penalties are an improvement of the code, the honor system's main
problem still hasn't been addressed by the Honor
Advisory Board. Students are not willing to help
enforce the honor code.

fK.

Our January survey on cheating showed that,
out of 141 students, less than half said they would
report a cheater. None had ever done so.
If students don't report cheating, stiffer
penalties will be useless in deterring cheaters. An
honor code system cannot be effective when there
are few students participating in it. Honor
violators'only can be caught when there are people
willing to catch them.
Perhaps stiffer penalties will give students additional reason to report honor violations. Perhaps
not. In either case, as Honor Council President
Kym Layne commented, "It's a step in the right
direction." Still, to make the honor system effective, there are additional steps yet to climb.

S?7
^

The above editorial was written by Pat Plummer, The
Breeze's 1984-85 editorial editor. It is the opinion of
Plummer, Editor Constance Walker, Managing Editor
Gwen Fariss and Assistant Editorial Editor Kristl Muls,
members of the 1984-85 staff.

POi.ir.ic

Amen: No need for school prayer amendment
"Okay, class, welcome to the eighth grade. I'm
Mrs. Dark and I'll be your teacher and spiritual
guide from now until May.
"First of all, we'll have today's announcements.
Your first assignment will be an essay on 'How I
.Spent My Summer Vacation.' That will be due on
Friday. Anyone turning their papers in late will
have to stand in the corner and say 15 Hail Mary's.
"This morning after prayer and communion,
you'll all be assigned mantras and then we'll go to
the gym for self-flagellation exercises.
"After lunch, we'll all gather in the auditorium
for little Joey's bar mitzvah. After that, we'll have
music class. Today we'll be discussing the spiritual
music of Debby Boone and George Harrison.
"Now, who would like to select today's first
hymn?"
An exaggeration? Would religion had been that
great an intrusion into public schools had the
school prayer amendment passed in the Senate last
week?
Probably not. But an even greater exaggeration
than the one above is the belief that we need such

an amendment in the first place,
For one thing, prayer thrives in schools.
From Kindergarten to M.I.T., disbelief flies out
the window in the face of an essay question on
Milton, or a complex algebra problem.
Like the man said, "there.are no atheists

Lost
and
Found

2

TIM ARNOLD
bookstalls,"...or was it foxholes?
Religious practices do not belong in the
classroom. Imagine the uproar if a state mandated
recitation of the pledge of allegiance before church
services.
Many feel that the school prayer issue is a test of

church-state separation ideas put forth by the constitution Still others believe, perhaps more correctfy, that school prayer is about as important as
static cling.
But this election year, demagogues, like the Rev.
Jerry Falwell and his fellow pharisees, have flown
in to roost. They've made supporting the school
prayer ammendment a test of patriotism.
Apparently, Falwell considers himself a burr
under the saddle of Justice. He's a pain alright, but
not under the saddle; perhaps a little'farther down
the horse, maybe.
As long as there is religious freedom, we cannot
have state mandated prayer - anywhere.
NOW that the Senate has voted down the school
prayer bill, perhaps teachers can get back to
caching and forget practicing their Ernest Angley
impressions.
Say amen, somebody.
Tim Arnold is a junior majoring in communication
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Readers* Forum
Registration
'Nothing less than involuntary servitude'
To the editor
"Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude,
except as punishment for a^crime whereof the
party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist
within the United States or any place subject to
their jurisdiction."
-Amendment 13, U.S. Constitution
Who's teaching U.S. history and government
these days? With Tom Conway and so many
others in agreement with him, whoever it is has
apparently done a poor job.
Obviously, Conway hasn't considered the
idea of civil disobedience, practiced by some of
our nation's heroes, such as Henry David
Thoreau and Martin Luther King, Jr. It is by
employing this idea that many have resisted
draft registration.
Supporting the proposed Virginia law denying state college admission to resisters, Conway
would heap a double-jeopardy punishment on
those who are exercising what they feel to be a
conscientious and patriotic duty. Resisters
already suffer at the hands of Selective Service
for their "crime."
Registration is the Big Brotherly first step
toward classification, conscription, and fighting
someone else's wars where we will murder and
die.
The draft, in addition to its moral problems,
is discriminatory against males 18 to 24 years
old. It is nothing less, therefore, than involuntary servitude. In its opinion that the federal

government had a right to register persons, the
U.S. Supreme Court hinted, however, conscription itself is unconstitutional.
The all-volunteer army is booming, and most
politicians shy away from the idea of comprehensive national service.
So, what purpose is there in registration?
We're not protecting anything, or convincing
anybody of anything except our government
disregards its own constitution.
The draft is immoral and illegal, and it's our
ethical duty as Americans to resist it at every
stage.

U.S. hero, Daniel Webster, asked in Congress, "Where is it written in the Constitution,
in what article or section is it contained, that
you may take parents from children and
children from their parents, and compel them to
fight the battles of any war, in which the folly or
wickedness of government may have engaged
them?"
Luke Adams
junior
communication arts

Draft article incomplete
To the editor
I am a senior and have been registered for the
draft since it became law. However, Tom Conway's article doesn't fully confront the controversy surrounding the proposed state legislation to force students to register.
Conway says "the Commonwealth of
Virginia is merely fulfilling its duty to enforce
the law." Much of the controversy over the proposed legislation concerned constitutional questions. Many legislators were concerned the law
might be ruled unconstitutional by the courts as
an inappropriate method of enforcement. The
proposed legislation could be said to
discriminate against males, since females aren't
required to register, and against lower income

_..

«*>.

levels who would be more likely to attend statesupported schools.
Other enforcement measures, it was felt, may
be equally as effective without creating these
problems.
Conway's suggestion, to force nonregistrants to pay the full cost of their education, is also an inappropriate solution. Such a
measure would place far greater burden on
economically disadvantaged students than on
students from wealthy families.
Gregory Ross
senior
political science

Save money, move the party to the library
To the editor

■

HAPIFY mm 2-em
Aftfl

1»3f»

I have finally found a way to make
a few ends meet in light of the school
budget problems.
We can stop the construction going on next to Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, and put that money into the
library.
Here's my plan . . .We can put
the new Dukes' Grill on the second
floor of the library. We'll move the
audio-visual room upstairs to the
first floor and include a big screen
TV, video recorders and strategically
placed mega-watt speakers exploding with a minimum of 75
decibels for maximum auditory efficiency. It will include a dance floor,
of course, and guest d.j.'s everyday
from 8 a.m. until closing.
For those more quiet and intimate
moments, we'll pad the group-study
rooms with thick foam cushions
complete with curtains for privacy.

The ground floor should be
available for organizations and clubs
for fund raisers, parties, etc.
We could even go as far as having
"roll-away" book stacks to bring
out on special occasions such as
parents' weekend and inaugurations
or dedications involving state officials.
Now what about those people
who, God forbid, want to study?
We'll put them in the reading room
downstairs, so they won't bother
anyone.
And if any of those dreary studyheads asks anyone to be quiet, he
will promptly be put in front of the
Honor Council for an inexcessive
noise violation and then either be expelled or executed.
Peter Schnibbe
art

r
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Jackson surprises all
in Virginia caucuses
RICHMOND — Rev. Jesse Jackson's campaigning pushed him into a deadlock with
Walter Mondale in the first round of
Virginia's Democratic presidential caucuses.
Jackson's victories Saturday astounded
pollsters and political prognosticators, proving again that a candidate on hand is worth
two in the bush.
Neither Mondale nor Gary Hart, the
acknowledged national leaders in the race for
the Democratic presidential nomination, campaigned in Virginia.
Jackson's major triumph was in Norfolk,
where he personally led more than 1,500 supporters into the mass meeting and walked out
with all of the caucus' 163 delegates.
The mass meetings Saturday were part of
the complex method that will determine the
makeup of Virginia's 78-member delegation

to the Democratic convention.
The purpose of the mass meetings in the 67
counties and cities was to elect some 2,500
delegates to the 10 congressional district conventions and the state Democratic convention.
The majority of another 1,000 delegates will
be chosen in rural mass meetings Monday
night.
The proportionate strength of the candidates at the mass meetings should be
reflected in the national delegation.
But unpledged delegates can shift to a named candidate at any point in the process.
Saturday's results show district delegates
support:
►Mondale, 741, or 31 percent.
►Jackson, 730, or 31 percent.
►Unpledged, 445, or 18 percent.
►Hart, 433, or 18 percent.

Colorado uses socks
to promote tourism

Copter crash
kills 29 Marines

DENVER — Some people in Colorado
are trying to decide what to do with the one
red-and-white sock the Colorado Tourism
Board mailed them as part of a promotional scheme. *
The socks, each of which cost 34 cents,
was sent as part of a "knock your socks"
off campaign to promote a tourism conference.
The board spent 54 cents to mail each
sock and the accompanying printed matter
to 1,842 people.
Ben Hart, the board's coordinator,
replied that legislators who don't know
what to do with one sock should "get
together and trade off wearing tRem."
— Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea —
All 18 American and 11 South
Korean marines aboard a U.S.
Marine Corps helicopter were
killed when it crashed into a
mountain Saturday.
The Americans were
members of the 3rd Marine
Amphibious Force which is in
South Korea for joint
U.S.-South
Korean
maneuvers called Team Spirit
'84.
The helicopter was taking
part in a night exercise involving the movement and landing
of combat troops.

No Appointment Necessary
Hairstyllng tor Men, Women,
Children
We do Perms, Frostings,
Color & Straightening
No wonder We're the Favorite
with Men, Women, & Children

A flair marcs CIT
HCEIM run*
III IIMI l\
just

$9.75
>»<•,

shampoo, style cut
and blow dry
,

381 N. rylgsoj^St.

Salvadoran military aid
urged by Reagan

434-1507

Rolling Hills
433-8458
Shopping Center

Come in and pick up your
Student Discount Card

I?air UTates
UHlttX HAIWCUTTEWt

WASHINGTON — President Reagan
urged Congress again Saturday to give him
$93 million in emergency military aid for El
Salvador.
"This is the moment of truth," Reagan
said in his weekly paid political radio
speech. "There is no time to lose."
Speaking on the eve of presidential elections in El Salvador, Reagan portrayed a
struggle pitting a leftist dictatorship in
Nicaragua against a fledgling Salvadoran
democracy.

Consumer prices rise
0.4 percent in February
WASHINGTON — A slower rise in
food costs held overall consumer prices at
0.4 percent, the government said Friday.
The big news in the Labor Department's
report on the Consumer Price Index was
that food prices, which soared 1.6 percent
in January, rose only 0.6 percent as the effects of last year's harsh weather faded.
— Associated Press

Iraq claims
it destroyed
four ships
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Iraqi
armed forces destroyed four
ships, including oil tankers,
south of Iran's main oil terminal, Iraq's Baghdad Radio
said Saturday.
The report was not confirmed and Iran made no
comment.
Iran has threatened to
blockade the Persian Gulf,
which supplies 20 percent of
the West's crude oil, if
prevented from using Kharg
Island, Iran's main oil terminal.

Terrorists take
$21.5 million
in Rome robbery
ROME — Five selfproclaimed Red Brigade terrorists robbed $21.8 million
from the vaults of a security
company Saturday.
The robbery was believed to
be the biggest in Italian
history.
Police said the men, armed
with submachine guns and
pistols, pulled off the robbery
with military precision and
must have had inside help in
the robbery.
No one was hurt.
— Associated Press

SUMMER JOBS AT JMU
Orientation Assistant
Orientation Tour Guide
May-Summer Session
Resident Advisers
• For an application or more information, come by
the Office of Residence Life, Alumnae Hall, Room
102
* Application deadline: Friday, March 30

